Bird’s Eye View

Atop a high-rise in Mumbai, the Mistrys’ home is a complete world in itself for their three children, friends and extended family.
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Designing from self comes with a price as it’s a way of freedom, especially when you have to stay up late at work to ensure that your team is meeting the deadline for projects. It’s also necessary to ensure that the home is a reflection of the designer’s style and personality. For Jimmy Nitya, a self-taught designer who has never stopped learning, this is his family’s home in Burrabazar, which he designed with great care.

The home is a perfect example of how to blend functionality with aesthetics. The open-plan design allows for natural light to fill the space, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere. The living room features a large, comfortable sofa and a beautiful rug, which adds a touch of elegance to the room. The kitchen is modern and well-equipped, with a large island and plenty of counter space for preparing meals.

The bedrooms are spacious and comfortable, with large windows that allow for plenty of natural light. The bathrooms are also modern, with sleek designs and high-end fixtures.

Overall, the home is a perfect reflection of Jimmy’s design philosophy, which is to create spaces that are both functional and beautiful. It’s a testament to the fact that self-designed homes can be just as successful as those designed by others.
TV CORNER

A clean, open space leaves you free to fully appreciate the space with architecture and fun. This colour palette is neutral and furniture has ample, straight lines. Most of our time is spent in this area, says Daini.

Get the Look: The ceiling light fixture from Yusuphia Charis, the lamps from Rasaau, the sofa from leather furniture.

CLEAN OPEN AREAS GIVE AMPLE ROOM FOR FAMILY ACTIVITIES

SIDEBOARD

I found this beautiful natural stone from a shop that came from South America and decided to use it on the wall instead of getting an artwork. Over the sideboard.

Get the Look: Astello has an array of collectors of natural stone.

ACCENTS

These side-tables are from a house developer in the glass city. Held for a local event, they are available. Get the look: Home and Khan sell similar pieces.

Find India decorative glassware at Neoreal.co.
‘LEARNING AND GROWING ARE THE TWO CONSTANTS HERE’

TERRACE GARDEN

In a city like Mumbai any kind of garden is a luxury and one must try with plants and flowers as an absolute luxury. The garden was designed with its sloping floor and has a sitting and dining area with challenging plants. Terrace also serves breakfast.

Further, our design is a source of outdoor furniture solution.
BREAK-OUT ZONE
An arrangement of crystal sculpture is one of Jimmy’s favorite collectors’ pieces. “Whenever the light falls on the crystals, the effect is striking!”
Set this look & then table along the glass wall on the dining side of the room makes a quiet intimate corner.

STUDY AREA
For a personal area to store Jimmy and wife Dong’s beloved books, he needed a study whenever he has free time from his work. This study is a part of the living area. Get the look with desk, chair, and lamp. The chair is from a fabric piece. Find carpets like this at The Carpet Cellar.
LIGHTS
The designer of these lights, we're told, The kitchen gets the other light and the bar gets this one with that glass.

THE BLUEPRINT

KITCHEN
The kitchen is kitted out with a range of Boffi and Gaggenau appliances. This black and white design is functional and striking. It has a sleek, modern look, but still feels welcoming and homey. It is a perfect example of how to blend functionality and style in one cohesive design.
‘A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE’

DRESSER AND MASTER ENSUITE
No project is perfect.
Dedication to the details from the start.
Vanities, flooring and walls.
Off the floor results are
staff in perfectly place.
While natural light adds to the
feeling of spaciousness.

MASTER BEDROOM
A 100% leather
headboards take pride of
place in a simple clean
bedroom. Rocketeer
because a lot of storage
was planned into the
design.
Get the look Ford Guz
made beds with leather
headboards. Yves and
Meurice for trend Casa
pieces.

DRESSER
The spacious walk-in wardrope
is organized very
neatly with high
shelving. Large mirrors
and simple storage
make this a dreamspace
for any clothes.

HOME TRUTHS
You can’t live without...
Morrison kip.
Your desk lamp...
Tulip, tulip.
Your office space...
Handmade, passion.
Your shoe drawer...
Nothing.
Your closet space...
Homecooked Paris in a
bowl.
Cheaper of abide for your
children...
Stay Greenwood, where dry
uppers come down in
their natural.
White wine not.
At a feeling art would you...

Arranged public art!!

Dedicated to the
rabbit hole and the
people of this city.
Even if the piece
would want a dedicated
city and its people.
KIDS' ROOM

We are thrilled to announce

IDEAS TO STEAL

White surfaces and clear glass objects - a classic combination.
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